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Tuesday, July 10, 2012

#35: Too Beautiful to Live (2011 Q4)

Too Beautiful to Live must be commended for making the “show about nothing”
format work. In an internet packed with irrelevant audio spoken by unremarkable
hosts, Luke Burbank and Jen Andrews craft a pop-culture, hipsterific discussion
that is entertaining and interesting and often mildly infuriating. Whether musing
upon life, Tupperware, North Korea, or the postal service, Too Beautiful to Live is
always endearing and always genuine.  

Luke and Jen discuss the deaths of Kim Jong Il and Steve Jobs, whether or not it’s
possible to feel sorry for Nickelback, Scott McCreery’s bizarre reading of the
national anthem, and the problem with soccer. They also brush on legal issues
important to Americans everywhere, and elaborate upon getting trapped in an
automobile while intoxicated, Salman Rushdie, and ending relationships in a
Burger King. 

Find new and old episodes of Too Beautiful to Live at the
show's official website!
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Click to help us cover
our hosting costs! 

Your donation will only be
used for paying hosting
costs. Currently hosting
costs us $500 yearly,
which is not an
insignificant sum for us.
Anything you can
contribute is hugely
appreciated. Thanks for
all your help so far! It
means a lot, not only
personally, but also
creatively, because it
means we can keep doing
lots of this.

This Year claims no ownership
over the clips featured in each of
our recaps. These are the result
of hard work done by the
original podcasters. You should
go and listen to their shows. We
thank them for providing great
content. Technical assistance by
GIOpod Consulting. 
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Tags: 2011, Comedy, Jen Andrews, Luke Burbank, MyNorthwest, Too Beautiful to

Live

Listen to a sample of this episode.  

Notes 
Too Beautiful to Live was a production of MyNorthwest. It was produced by Luke
Burbank and Jen Andrews. The percentage of the original show in this episode is
approximately 6% (4hrs 18min/66hrs 32min). This episode has been mastered at
56kbp/s, below the original audio quality of the shows available to us.
Compression is used to reduce file sizes. The difference in audio quality is
negligible if not unrecognizable. Timestamp notes are available here. The cover
image is by rose_marissa96. 

  
Luke Burbank 
Burbank began his career in radio by pinch hitting across a variety of shows and
genres, working either as a producer or as on-air talent. His work touched a
number of shows, including The Conversation, Rewind, and Day to Day. He later
became a reporter for NPR before starring as a regular panelist on the comedy
show Wait Wait... Don't Tell Me! After a stint on The Bryant Park Project Burbank
returned to Seattle to begin work on Too Beautiful to Live. 

Jen Andrews 
 Jen Andrews served as producer for a variety of shows at KIRO before becoming
executive producer of Too Beautiful to Live. The show marked the reunion of
Burbank and Andrews, who had known each other since childhood. Andrews left
the show for a time after its cancellation from radio and subsequent transition to
the podcast format, but soon after rejoined Burbank as he broadcast from his
home, "Burbank Studios." 
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Comments will be moderated for profane language. Links to outside websites not
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